November was the month of learning lots of new things for the
young achievers of Vivekananda Paathshala.

Zoom session
A session on Hindi Vyakran was conducted by Mrs Monika Mathur focusing on
“Sangya”. The session was interactive and useful for children.

The month started with a Zoom Session conducted on 12 November 2021 by Mrs
Mansi, focusing on Pronouns through a beautiful PPT followed by an interactive
question-answer session.

Another Zoom session was conducted on 20 November 2021 by Mrs Bhoomika
Sharma focusing on Maths Tricks. The session was quite interactive and
informative for the students.

A virtual session on English Conversation was conducted on 26 November 2021
by Mrs Preeti Khanna. The session was enjoyed by the students and they showed
active participation.

Links and learning
Adding to the communication skills, a YouTube video was shared with the
students in the WhatsApp group to build their confidence.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K13eXVFbFhw

To spread the feeling of festivity, a YouTube video was shared in the WhatsApp
group with them which helped them to gain awareness.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=HfmEPI4_kz0&feature=share

An unseen passage was shared on the WhatsApp group for the children to practice
the English conversation skills done in the various Zoom sessions.

An interesting video of tongue
twisters was shared on WhatsApp
group with the students of
Vivekananda Paathshala
https://youtu.be/bRGPEq2UmLU

To enhance the usage of the Hindi
language an interesting video on the
topic “Sangya” was shared in the
WhatsApp group with the students of
Vivekananda Paathshala to make
them understand
https://youtu.be/Ap3OdXsLkUs

An interesting video was shared on
WhatsApp about different plants
which can be grown in the house in
the winter season.
https://youtu.be/GJYscSy3H9w

Children’s Day card was shared on
WhatsApp group to enhance the zeal
among the children and tell them the
importance of the day.

An interesting video and live
worksheet on the topic ‘Directions’ in
Hindi was shared on WhatsApp group
with the students of Vivekananda
Paathshala.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=L94AO
ZHuTIA&feature=share
https://www.liveworksheets.com/nk1
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Personalized videos
Personalized videos made by the art teacher on how to make a flowerpot with wool
pom pom were shared with the students in the WhatsApp group. They were
encouraged to make and share pictures of the same.

.

WEEKLY VIDEO CALLS
In addition to all these activities, weekly video calls are also being done with them
to maintain personal contact.

Our students learnt a lot this month in various spheres and enjoyed it a lot which in
turn motivated us to do more for them and help them in growing.

